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Nightly emissions
Posted by trinityofnow - 12 Oct 2016 03:37
_____________________________________

It's interesting, today on Yom Kipur is the 40th day of my last ejaculation (don't mean to be
graphic, but.. ). Before, somewhere between a month and two months in, is the mark where I
would have involuntary nightly emissions, which I felt  was really not a good thing. It would
happen always with sexual dreams.

Does anybody have any tips on how to prevent them? Personal tips or what the Torah says?

So far I've made a point, when I remember, when I get into bed to think that I don't want to have
it happen, and if dreams of that nature come over me, that I will force myself to either wake up
or brush them off. So far it has worked. Maybe others will have other ideas?

Thank you.b

========================================================================
====

Re: Nightly emissions
Posted by doorknob - 24 Jan 2017 00:10
_____________________________________

You are forbidden to ask your wife to put on a gartel.

Becouse it says in her kesubah that you must satisfy her desire for intimate relations.

========================================================================
====

Re: Nightly emissions
Posted by Shlomo24 - 24 Jan 2017 04:22
_____________________________________

It's a bird! It's a plane! It's over your head...

========================================================================
====
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Re: Nightly emissions
Posted by Singularity - 24 Jan 2017 07:12
_____________________________________

Shlomo24 wrote on 24 Jan 2017 04:22:

It's a bird! It's a plane! It's over your head...

Thank you GYE for my daily dose of humour. I nominate this thread as the funniest so far. 

Also, I suspect Trouble is either an apprentice or a doppelganger of cordnoy.

========================================================================
====

Re: Nightly emissions
Posted by Singularity - 24 Jan 2017 09:57
_____________________________________

or maybe we will all become doppelgangers... Just a matter of time.

The Cordnoy Effect.

========================================================================
====

Re: Nightly emissions
Posted by cordnoy - 24 Jan 2017 12:50
_____________________________________

Singularity wrote on 24 Jan 2017 09:57:

or maybe we will all become doppelgangers... Just a matter of time.

The Cordnoy Effect.

We can all pray together that this should not occur.
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========================================================================
====

Re: Nightly emissions
Posted by tzomah - 24 Jan 2017 13:01
_____________________________________

[quote="] but the main thing that has helped me was doing kriat shema al ha mita. [/quote]

the sefer htanya brings this from the ariza"l if it said with kavannah atzumah 

========================================================================
====

Re: Nightly emissions
Posted by Singularity - 24 Jan 2017 14:51
_____________________________________

[quote="tzomah" post=304088 date=1485262871 catid=2]

[quote="] but the main thing that has helped me was doing kriat shema al ha mita. [/quote]

the sefer htanya brings this from the ariza"l if it said with kavannah atzumah [/quote]

The only thing it did for me is make me stay up later to avoid having to say it 

========================================================================
====

Re: Nightly emissions
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 24 Jan 2017 14:56
_____________________________________

I think it's time to revive this
thread: https://guardyoureyes.com/forum/10-MINI-GYE-COMMUNITIES/225408-KRISSH-KRIas-
Shma-Sheal-Hamitah-Klan

========================================================================
====

Re: Nightly emissions
Posted by bb0212 - 14 Mar 2017 07:18
_____________________________________
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trinityofnow wrote on 12 Oct 2016 03:37:

It's interesting, today on Yom Kipur is the 40th day of my last ejaculation (don't mean to be
graphic, but.. ). Before, somewhere between a month and two months in, is the mark where I
would have involuntary nightly emissions, which I felt  was really not a good thing. It would
happen always with sexual dreams.

Does anybody have any tips on how to prevent them? Personal tips or what the Torah says?

So far I've made a point, when I remember, when I get into bed to think that I don't want to have
it happen, and if dreams of that nature come over me, that I will force myself to either wake up
or brush them off. So far it has worked. Maybe others will have other ideas?

Thank you.b

I think the ????? ????? ???? talks all about this by ??? ?????. For what it's worth, one year I
followed all the suggestions he brought down & I had a wet dream on YK night....

========================================================================
====
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